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The theoretical study on interaction of hydrogen with single-walled boron
nitride nanotubes. I. The reactive force field ReaxFFHBN development
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We present a new reactive force field ReaxFFHBN derived to accurately model large molecular and
condensed phase systems of H, B, and N atoms. ReaxFFHBN has been tested against quantum
calculation data for B–H, B–B, and B–N bond dissociations and for H–B–H, B–N–B, and N–B–N
bond angle strain energies of various molecular clusters. The accuracy of the developed ReaxFFHBN

for B–N–H systems is also tested for �i� H–B and H–B bond energies as a function of out of plane
in H–B�NH2�3 and H–N�BH2�3, respectively, �ii� the reaction energy for the B3N3H6+H2

→B3N3H8, and �iii� crystal properties such as lattice parameters and equations of states for the
hexagonal type �h-BN� with a graphite structure and for the cubic type �c-BN� with a zinc-blende
structure. For all these systems, ReaxFFHBN gives reliable results consistent with those from
quantum calculations as it describes well bond breaking and formation in chemical processes and
physical properties. Consequently, the molecular-dynamics simulation based on ReaxFFHBN is
expected to give a good description of large systems ��2000 atoms even on the one-CPU machine�
with hydrogen, boron, and nitrogen atoms. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.1999628�
I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the work described here is to develop the
multiscale computational frame usable to describe chemical
processes and physical properties for large systems of H, B,
and N atoms with the accuracy of the first-principles meth-
ods, but with the efficiency of a force field-based molecular-
dynamics simulation method. For example, a quadratic
configuration-interaction �QCISD�T�� �Ref. 1� method, in-
cluding both single and double excitations and connected
triples, have proven remarkably accurate. On the other hand,
the computational time for this ab initio method is propor-
tional to O3V4 where O and V are the number of occupied
and virtual orbitals, respectively. Consequently, QCISD�T� is
limited in application to small chemical systems due to its
computational complexity and expense. Also, the develop-
ment of density-functional theory �DFT� techniques, for ex-
ample, B3LYP,2 has resulted in methods that are significantly
more efficient than ab initio methods of comparable accu-
racy. However, any current DFT method is still not fast
enough to describe chemical and physical properties accu-
rately. Consequently, there is currently no computational
method that is both chemically accurate and computationally
efficient enough to be applied to large, dynamic systems with
a few thousand to million atoms of boron, nitrogen, and hy-
drogen elements.

The boron nitrogen systems have several condensed al-
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lotropes such as tubular and conical forms, and other poly-
morphs of a zinc-blende type �c-BN�, a wurtzite type
�w-BN�, a graphite type �h-BN�, and a rhombohedra type
�r-BN�. The h-BN crystal has a stacking sequence of
AaAa , . . ., while the r-BN crystal has a three-layer sequence
of ABCABC , . . . .3–7 Since the discovery of the boron nitride
nanotube �BNNT� in 1995,3 there has been great interest in
the BNNT because it has about 5.5-eV band gap irrespective
of its helicity. This is a very promising property in that the
BNNT can be more cheaply developed for nanometer scale
size transistors than carbon nanotubes �CNTs�. This is be-
cause the band gap of CNTs varies significantly depending
on its chirality.8 In addition, modification of the x, y, and z
stoichiometries of BxCyNz nanotubes also presents a means
to tailor their electronic properties.9 Also it was recently re-
ported from theoretical studies that BN fullerene materials
have hydrogen storage capacities larger than carbon fullerene
materials.10,11 Ma et al.12 showed that their multiwalled bam-
boolike BNNTs had the hydrogen storage capacity of about
2.6 wt % at room temperature. On the other hand, Tang et
al.13 found that their BNNTs with collapsed structures ab-
sorbed 4.2-wt % hydrogen at room temperature. These re-
sults show that BNNTs have great potentials to be used as
hydrogen storage media. Moreover, the synthesis of a c-BN
crystal has recently gained an increased interest in a wide
range of areas stemming from its extreme hardness, wide
band gap, high thermal conductivity, and chemical
inertness.14 There have been some reports on the synthesis of

boron nitride films by employing physical and chemical-
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vapor deposition techniques.15–17 However, the boron nitride
thin films synthesized so far exhibit multilayered structures
with different phases.18,19 The interfacial region next to the
substrate was usually an amorphous layer of a few nanom-
eters, on the top of which was a textured h-BN layer, and a
c-BN layer was observed upon the h-BN layer. Harris et al.20

used hydrogen for etching and found that hydrogen could
remove other phases except the c-BN phase. Consequently,
the selectivity of hydrogen in etching BN phases is consid-
ered to be the key factor for success in synthesizing of high-
quality c-BN films.

The molecular-dynamics simulation studies using
DREIDING �Ref. 21� and universal force field22 �UFF� have
been reported on large systems of boron, nitrogen, and hy-
drogen elements, but the results based on conventional force
fields21,22 are not considered to give a reliable and accurate
description of chemical reactivity. In this respect, the ReaxFF
�Refs. 23–26� has been recently proposed to describe well
bond breaking and bond formation in chemical processes,
from which the conventional force fields are suffering, as
well as the crystal and mechanical properties for condensed
phases accurately.23,24,26

In this study we develop and present the new reactive
force field, called “ReaxFFHBN,” to allow accurate descrip-
tion of chemical processes and physical properties for large
systems with hydrogen, boron, and nitrogen atoms. The
ReaxFFHBN parameters are derived against the data from
quantum simulations of various molecules, clusters, and con-
densed phases. The accuracy of the new parameter set is also
tested in several cases, including �i� H–B and H–N bond
energies as a function of out of plane in H–B�NH2�3 and
H–N�BH2�3, respectively, �ii� the reaction energy for the
chemical reaction B3N3H6+H2→B3N3H8, and �iii� crystal
properties such as lattice parameters and equations of states
for h-BN and c-BN crystals.

Section II describes the theory and computational details
of the present force field. Section III reports and discusses
the results of this approach and we conclude with Sec. IV.

II. THE PRESENT FORCE FIELD

The ReaxFFHBN framework was initially developed for
hydrocarbons.23 Since then it has been successfully
employed in the study of Si/SiO2 �Ref. 24� and Al/Al2O3

TABLE I. Atom parameters �energies are in units of kcal/mol�.

Atom pov/un punder pv,3
a pv,5

a pv,6
a

B −2.50 31.91 3.96 3.00 2.84

aUsed for all the valence angles when the B atom is in a central position.

TABLE II. Coulomb and 1–3 bond order correction parameters

Atom

Coulomb parameters 1-3 BO correction

� �eV� � �eV� � �Å� �3 �4 �5

B 7.18 1.88 0.57 7.25 7.53 0.52
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�Ref. 25� interfaces. As described in Refs. 23 and 24, the
total energy in the ReaxFF is partitioned into several energy
terms as given in Eq. �1�,

Esystem = Ebond + Eover + Eunder + Elp + Eval + Epen + Etors

+ Econj + EvdWaals + ECoulomb. �1�

The detailed description for each term was described in the
Refs. 23 and 24. On the other hand, ReaxFFHBN is derived
for the systems of hydrogen, boron, and nitrogen atoms using
the above framework. Parameters for ReaxFFHBN �see Tables
I–VII� are determined through optimization against DFT
data. The bond, angle, and torsion parameters for nitrogen
and hydrogen atoms are taken from the force field used in the
nitramine hexahydro-trinitro-triazine �RDX� study.25 How-
ever, we optimize parameters for B atom, including B–B,
B–H, and B–N bonds; H–B–H, B–N–B, N–B–N, H–B–N,
and H–N–B angles; and all torsion angles with a central B–B
and B–N. For the cluster systems, DFT calculations are per-
formed on the JAGUAR program27 using the B3LYP �Ref. 2�
method with a triple-zeta Pople basis set of 6-311G**.28 For
boron nitride crystals, we fit two phases of the h-BN crystal
�3� and the c-BN crystal �4�, where the numbers in parenthe-
ses mean the coordination numbers of B or N atom. The
ReaxFF was shown to describe well the variation of the co-
ordination numbers of one atom in the crystal.23–26 For DFT
calculations on condensed periodic systems we employ the
generalized gradient approximation �GGA� based on the
Perdew-Wang functional29 for the exchange-correlation po-
tential with ultrasoft pseudopotentials30 to replace the core
electrons, which is implemented in the CASTEP program.31

We use a kinetic-energy cutoff of 480.0 eV and the
Monkhorst-Pack scheme32 to generate the k-space grid. It is
found that a k-point sampling of 4�4�4 is sufficient for
energy convergence. In addition a successive one-parameter
search technique33 is used to optimize the force field param-
eters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bond dissociation

First, DFT calculations are carried out to determine bond
dissociation energies for B–B, B–H, and B–N bonds. Next,
these results are used to derive the parameters for
ReaxFFHBN. In performing DFT calculations, we determined
ground-state structures through full geometry optimizations.

TABLE III. van der Waals and bond radius parameters.

Atom r� �Å� r� �Å� rvdW �Å� ee �kcal/mol� aa �w �Å�

B 1.30 1.00 1.65 0.08 13.00 2.00

TABLE IV. Bond energy parameters �De
� and De

� are in units of kcal/mol�.

Bond De
� De

� pbe,1 pbe,2

B–B 131.78 ¯ 0.96 0.40
B–H 166.76 ¯ −0.50 5.83
B–N 162.17 91.61 0.64 0.98
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Then, dissociation profiles are constructed through total-
energy calculations at the modified geometries only by
changing the bond length. The dissociation curves are also
determined with the singlet and triplet states on DFT calcu-
lations. To optimize the ReaxFFHBN parameters, we used the
DFT results of the singlet state from the equilibrium distance
up to the dissociation limit with the lowest of either the
singlet or triplet state energy.

Figure 1 and Table VIII describe the simulation results
obtained using the ReaxFFHBN parameters for the B–B bond
dissociation in the H2B–BH2 system. The B–B bond dis-
tance of 1.74 Å and the bond energy of 96.2 kcal/mol using
DFT are shown to be similar to the ReaxFFHBN values of
1.76 Å and 90.6 kcal/mol, respectively. All dissociation
curves except the H2B–BH2 system, studied in this work,
are given in Figs. 1–5 on EPAPS.34 Table VIII also shows the
B–H bond dissociation modeled using BH3 system. In this
case, ReaxFFHBN predicts the equilibrium bond distance of
1.17 Å and the bond dissociation energy of 106.5 kcal/mol.
The good agreement is also observed with DFT values of
1.19 Å and 111.0 kcal/mol. To model another B–H bond, we
adopt a borazine molecule of B3N3H6 that is the smallest
cluster of the BNNT. As shown in Table VIII, ReaxFFHBN

reproduces the B–H bond energy and the geometries similar
to DFT data. We also considered the B–H bond dissociation
for a BH4 radical. According to the valence bond theory, the
BH4 radical was predicted not to exist. However, electron-
spin-resonance �ESR� spectroscopy studies35–37 show the ex-
istence of the BH4 radical and it is suggested that the lone
electron interacts strongly with two equivalent H atoms.
In addition full electronic structure calculations38–40 reveal
that the ground state of the BH4 radical has a C2	 symmetry.
The predicted BH4 radical geometry40 using the
MP2/6–311+ +G�d , p� method is found to agree well with
those by the ReaxFFHBN and B3LYP/6–311G** calcula-
tions. In the case of the B–N bond dissociation modeled
using the H2B–NH2 cluster, DFT gives its B–N bond length
and dissociation energy of 1.39 Å and 149.2 kcal/mol, re-
spectively, whereas ReaxFFHBN does give its corresponding

TABLE V. Bond order parameters.

Bond pbo,1 pbo,2 pbo,3 pbo,4

B–B −0.10 4.73 ¯ ¯

B–H −0.05 5.37 ¯ ¯

B–N −0.11 7.60 −0.10 17.10

TABLE VI. Valence angle parameters.

Angle 

0,0 ka kb pv,1 pv,2 pv,4 ppen

H–B–H 53.37a 15.84 1.19 0.00 2.06 1.69 0.00
B–N–B 50.00 40.00 0.74 0.00 2.25 1.20 0.00
N–B–N 50.17 40.00 1.15 0.00 1.73 1.25 0.00
H–B–N 59.45 40.00 3.53 0.00 1.85 1.04 0.00
H–N–B 83.67 13.03 1.14 0.00 1.57 1.43 0.00

aThis value leads to the equilibrium angle of 126.63° for the H–B–H valence

angle.
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values of 1.42 Å and 147.7 kcal/mol, as shown in Table
VIII. Using a HBvNH cluster we also investigate the
BvN bond dissociation behavior and find that ReaxFFHBN

is good to describe the BvN bond dissociation, as given in
Table VIII.

Along with valence interactions which depend on over-
lap, there are repulsive interactions at short interatomic dis-
tances due to Pauli principle orthogonalization, as well as
attraction energies at long distances due to dispersion. This
van der Waals interaction at long distances is included for all
atom pairs to avoid awkward alterations in the energy de-
scription during bond dissociation.

B. Valence angle terms

Angle bend energies for ReaxFFHBN have been deter-
mined using various clusters of boron, nitrogen, and hydro-
gen atoms. There are 12 different valence angle cases
�X-Y-Z� �excluding YvH�. Of all these 12 cases, parameters
of only five cases, H–B–H, B–N–B, N–B–N, H–B–N, and
H–N–B, are optimized in this work. Three cases of N–N–N,
H–N–H, and H–N–N were already parametrized in the pre-
vious study,25 while other parameters of B–B–B, B–N–N,
N–B–B, and H–B–B remain to be investigated in the future
works.

First, the various clusters are fully optimized through
DFT calculations. Then, single-point calculations are per-
formed at the modified geometries by changing only the va-
lence angles from optimized geometries. As a representative,
we determine parameters of the H–B–H valence angle term
using a BH3 molecule in Fig. 2. For the BH3 cluster, DFT
gives an equilibrium B–H bond length of 1.19 Å and its
H–B–H angle of 120.0° �Table VIII�. Next, any one of three

TABLE VII. Torsion angle parameters �V1, V2, and V3 are in units of
kcal/mol�.

Torsion angle V1 V2 V3 pt pconj

X–B–B–Xa 0.00 50.00 0.00 −4.00 0.00
X–B–N–Xb 0.00 50.00 0.00 −4.00 0.00

aUsed for all the torsion angles having a central B–B bond.
bUsed for all the torsion angles having a central B–N bond.

FIG. 1. B3LYP and ReaxFFHBN data for dissociation of B–B bond in the

H2B–BH2 cluster.
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H–B–H angles is changed with keeping three B–H bond
lengths fixed and we perform single-point energy calculation
at this distorted configuration. Figures 6 and 7 on EPAPS
�Ref. 34� compare the ReaxFFHBN energies with DFT ener-
gies for the B–N–B and N–B–N valence angle terms.

We also use a borazine molecule to determine the va-
lence energy terms �see Fig. 8 on EPAPS�.34 First, the bora-
zine molecule is fully optimized using DFT. Next, the
B–N–B angle is changed while we make the B–H, N–H, and
B–N bond lengths fixed, where B–N–B, H–B–N, and
H–N–B angles move automatically with their corresponding
angle changes. In this case, ReaxFFHBN gives reliable results

TABLE VIII. Bond dissociation energies as well as bond distances and ang
in Fig. 1�. Energies are in units of kcal/mol.

Formula Dissociation energy

H2B–BH2 Reactant Product B3LY

H2B–BH2 H2B+BH2 96.19

BH3 BH3 BH2+H 110.9

B3N3H6 B3N3H6 B3N3H5+H 112.5

BH4 BH4 BH3+H 28.31

H2B–NH2 H2B–NH2 H2B+NH2 149.2

HBvNH HB–NH HB+NH 227.8

H2B–NH–BH2

H2N–BH–NH2
to the DFT distortion energies for the borazine when the
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B–N–B angles are in the range from 122.9° to 90.0°, but it
underestimates the DFT energies when the angles become
less than 90.00°.

C. Charge distributions

According to previous works,41,42 the B–N bonds of the
BNNT were found to be ionic rather than covalent. Conse-
quently, we employ ReaxFFHBN for a better description of
the charges for the BNNT. In ReaxFFHBN, the electronega-
tivity equalization method �EEM� scheme43 is used to deter-
mine the charge distributions. EEM parameters �electronega-
tivity �, chemical hardness �, and shielding radius �� are

ed for the optimized parameters for ReaxFFHBN �the geometries are shown

Bond distance and angle

ReaxFF Geometry B3LYP ReaxFF

90.59 B–B �Å� 1.74 1.76
B–H �Å� 1.19 1.17

�H–B–H �°� 116.2 120.4

106.46 B–H �Å� 1.19 1.17

�H–B–H �°� 120.0 120.1

103.31 B–N �Å� 1.43 1.38

B–H �Å� 1.19 1.21
N–H �Å� 1.01 1.01

�B–N–B �°� 122.9 122.5
�N–B N �°� 117.1 117.5

30.41 B–H1 �Å� 1.18 1.18

B–H2 �Å� 1.29 1.83
�H1–B–H1 �°� 128.7 120.2
�H1–B–H2 �°� 113.1 118.3
�H2–B H2 �°� 49.4 38.4

147.68 B–N �Å� 1.39 1.42

B–H �Å� 1.19 1.21
N–H �Å� 1.01 1.04

�H–B–H �°� 119.1 121.5
�H B–N �°� 121.8 126.2
�H N–B �°� 123.2 121.3

225.19 B–N �Å� 1.23 1.22

B H �Å� 1.17 1.16
N–H �Å� 0.99 1.06

�H–B–N �°� 180.0 127.8

B–N �Å� 1.42 1.44

B H �Å� 1.19 1.19
N–H �Å� 1.02 1.09

�B–N–B �°� 126.4 126.5

B–N �Å� 1.42 1.44
B–H �Å� 1.20 1.23
N–H �Å� 1.01 1.02

�N–B–N �°� 123.2 121.1
les us

P

7

4

1

1

optimized against CHELPG �Ref. 44� charges obtained
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through DFT calculations. In this work, the EEM method for
calculating atomic charges is used because it is one of the
fastest methods.45 The EEM charge deviation method is
similar to the QEq scheme;46 the only difference, apart from
the definition of their parameters, is that EEM does not use
an iterative scheme for hydrogen charges while QEq uses a
more rigorous iterative scheme using Slater orbitals to ac-
count for charge overlap. However, the shielding radius �
can be optimized to reproduce the QEq orbital overlap cor-
rection.

For a borazine molecule, we find that the ReaxFFHBN

atomic charges for the B, N, and H for B–H, and H for N–H
of 0.699, −0.874, −0.210, and 0.196 agree with the CHELPG

charges of 0.660, −0.768, −0.200, and 0.310, respectively.
Likewise, it is determined that in the case of a H2B–NH2 the
ReaxFFHBN charges for B and N of 0.470 and −0.857 are in
reasonably good agreement with the DFT values of 0.488
and −0.824, respectively. On the other hand, it is observed
that the ReaxFFHBN partial charges for B of 0.542 and N of
−0.757 in the HBvNH is found to be a little different from
the CHELPG charges of 0.438 and −0.871, respectively.

D. Out-of-plane effect on B–H and N–H binding
energies of planar clusters

B and N atoms in the BNNT may show different chemi-
cal properties from those of planar BN structures as the
nanotube is curved. In order to investigate the curvature ef-
fect, we determine the B–H and N–H bond energies for
H–B�NH2�3 and H–N�BH2�3 clusters as a function of out-
of-plane degree using DFT, as indicated in Fig. 3. In these
DFT calculations, we use the extended hybrid functional
combined with Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional
�X3LYP�,47 instead of the B3LYP since the X3LYP was re-
ported to describe well hydrogen-bonded and van der Waals

47

FIG. 2. B3LYP and ReaxFFHBN data for angle distortion of H–B–H in the
BH3 cluster.
complexes more accurately than any other DFT functional.
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The geometries of H–B�NH2�3 and H–N�BH2�3 clusters are
fully optimized while freezing all atoms except a hydrogen
atom on the top of B or N. The ground states of both
B�NH2�3 and N�BH2�3 clusters are in all planar structures.
When the B�NH2�3 and N�BH2�3 are in planar structures, a
hydrogen radical binds weakly with the B atom in B�NH2�3

and the N atom in N�BH2�3 where the B–H and N–H binding
energies calculated by the X3LYP functional are −0.09 and
−0.02 kcal/mol, respectively; however, the B3LYP func-
tional indicates that both of the B–H and N–H bond energies
are positive. The B–H and N–H bonds are found to become
more stable with increasing H–B–N and H–N–B angles for
all of the X3LYP and B3LYP. For instance, when the H–B–N
angle in the H–B�NH2�3 cluster is 130°, the B–H bond en-
ergy by the X3LYP is −118.1 kcal/mol, similar to the
−115.7 kcal/mol obtained from B3LYP. We find that the
lengths of B–H and N–H bonds decreased with an out-of-
plane degree of the clusters. When angles of H–B–N and
H–N–B are 130°, the B–H bond length of 1.20 Å is found
similar to the 1.19 Å in the case of BH3. Also the N–H bond
length of 1.02 Å is predicted to be similar to the 1.01 Å for
NH3. Formation of B–H and N–H bonds makes hybridiza-
tion at the centered B and N atoms changed from sp2 to sp3

and it is possible when angles of H–B–N and H–N–B are
above 105° and 115°, respectively. We additionally find that
the B–H binding energy is stronger than the N–H binding
energy at the same out-of-plane degree.

The reason for the formation of a B–H bond is explained
from molecular orbitals for B�NH2�3 clusters. The lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO� for a planar B�NH2�3

cluster with a D3h symmetry is distributed near three nitrogen
atoms, while in the B�NH2�3 cluster with a C3v symmetry the
LUMO is distributed around the centered B atom. Based on
these results, the charge distribution for the LUMO of
B�NH2�3 is considered to be moved into the centered B atom
with the increased out-of-plane degree of the cluster. There-
fore, a hydrogen atom is able to make a chemically strong

FIG. 3. X3LYP �filled� and ReaxFFHBN �opened� results on B–H �triangle�
and N–H �square� bond energies in H–B�NH2�3 and H–N�BH2�3 clusters as
a function of the out-of-plane angle. The inset displays the H–B–N angle �
in the H–B�NH2�3 cluster where red, blue, and white atoms mean boron,
nitrogen, and hydrogen, respectively.
bond with a B atom in B�NH2�3 if the out-of-plane degree is
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very high. In the case of N�BH2�3, formation of a N–H bond
shows the similar behavior to the case of B�NH2�3.

ReaxFFHBN is also found to describe correctly the B–H
and N–H binding energies in H–B�NH2�3 and H–N�BH2�3

with an out-of-plane degree of the clusters. In the case of
H–B�NH2�3, ReaxFFHBN indicates that a B–H bond is
formed when the H–B–N angle is larger than 105°, in good
agreement with the X3LYP results, as shown in Fig. 3. With
the ReaxFFHBN, B–H bond energies in the clusters with
H–B–N angles of 105° and 130° are −6.6 and
−111.6 kcal/mol, respectively, which compares to the
X3LYP values of −6.59 kcal/mol with 105° and of
−118.1 kcal/mol with 130°. Also, in the case of
H–N�BH2�3, ReaxFFHBN describes correctly N–H binding
energies as a function of the out-of-plane degree of the clus-
ter. Therefore, ReaxFFHBN is considered to give the correct
interaction between the planar BN systems and hydrogen,but
also the correct interaction between the curved BN systems
and hydrogen.

E. B3N3H6 „borazine…+H2\B3N3H8 reaction
mechanisms

The chemical reaction of B3N3H6 �borazine�+H2

→B3N3H8 is used to model hydrogen adsorption behaviors
on the BNNT. We consider two cases as reaction products
�B3N3H8�: a single hydrogen molecule bonds with �a� adja-

cent B and N atoms in the borazine, and �b� B and N atoms

Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to
in the opposite direction to each other, as shown in Fig. 4. In
the case �a�, the B3LYP method predicts that it has the en-
dothermic reaction energy of 25.60 kcal/mol with an activa-
tion barrier of 55.54 kcal/mol. In this reaction, any hydrogen
atom of a hydrogen molecule bonds to a boron atom in a
borazine through the simultaneous dissociation of a hydro-
gen molecule. On the other hand, it is predicted that the
ReaxFFHBN barrier of 64.85 kcal/mol overestimates the
B3LYP barrier by 9.31 kcal/mol. Moreover, we also find that
the ReaxFFHBN barrier overestimates the B3LYP of
53.82 kcal/mol by 11.24 kcal/mol for the case �b�. How-
ever, it should be noted that the B3LYP was reported to
predict the underestimating tendency for activation
barriers.48–50 In addition, we find that the ReaxFFHBN reac-
tion energy of 42.08 kcal/mol is in close agreement with the
B3LYP value of 41.49 kcal/mol.

F. BN crystal properties

The ability of ReaxFFHBN to give correct BN condensed
phases stabilities is also tested against h-BN and the c-BN
crystals. For each phase, the DFT energies are obtained from
the crystal structures with a broad range of compression and
expansion, and then compared to values from the
ReaxFFHBN, as shown in Fig. 5. In addition the crystal lattice
parameters and phase stabilities for each phase are analyzed,
as shown in Table IX. The h-BN crystal is predicted to be

FIG. 4. Pathways for the chemical
reaction B3N3H6 �borazine�+H2

→B3N3H8; �a� when two hydrogen at-
oms bond chemically with two adja-
cent B and N atoms of the borazine,
and �b� when two hydrogen atoms are
bonded with two B and N atoms oppo-
site to each other, where the geom-
etries are obtained from B3LYP DFT
calculations. The bold and dot lines in-
dicate the reaction pathways obtained
from B3LYP and ReaxFFHBN, respec-
tively, where red, blue, and white at-
oms mean boron, nitrogen, and hydro-
gen, respectively.
more stable than the c-BN one at zero pressure and kelvin,
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which agrees with previous studies.5,53–55 The DFT cohesive
energy of the c-BN crystal is 1.27 kcal/BN lower than that
of the h-BN one, while the ReaxFFHBN describes that the
h-BN crystal is 0.70 kcal/BN more stable than the c-BN
one. Both of the DFT �PW91 functional� and ReaxFFHBN

indicate that the h-BN phase is calculated to be transformed
into a c-BN crystal in the high compression region where the
transition point is about 15 Å3/BN. Also, the ReaxFFHBN is
seen to accurately describe DFT lattice parameters of the
h-BN phase, however, it overestimate the lattice parameter
�3.75 Å� of the c-BN with the margin of 2.2% compared
with the DFT result �3.67 Å�.

Finally, we give guidelines of ReaxFFHBN developed in
this work because it may have certain limits in its applica-
bility. The present ReaxFFHBN may be considered to be not
working far outside our training set. For example, the
ReaxFFHBN may not give accurate description for a w-BN, a

TABLE IX. Lattice parameters for h-BN and c-BN crystals and phase sta-
bilities for the c-BN relative to the h-BN, determined through calculations
using DFT and ReaxFFHBN.

Crystal structure

Lattice parameter �Å�

Expt.PW91 ReaxFFHBN

h-BN a :2.52, c :6.86 a :2.51, c :6.83 a :2.50,a c :6.66b

c-BN 3.67 3.75 3.62b

Phase stability �kcal/BN�

c-BN 1.27 0.70 ¯

aTaken from Ref. 51.
b

FIG. 5. Equations of states for compression and tension of h-BN and c-BN
crystals, calculated using the �a� PW91 and �b� ReaxFFHBN methods.
Taken from Ref. 52.

Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to
r-BN, and various boron hydride crystals which are outside a
realm of the present work. Nevertheless, ReaxFFHBN is ex-
pected to give the reliable adsorption behaviors of hydrogen
on the BNNT wall. It estimates that the reaction for chemical
adsorption of hydrogen on the �10,0� SWBNNT exterior wall
is endothermic by 25.3 kcal/mol which is almost similar to
the value from the DFT �Ref. 56� result of 25.8 kcal/mol.57

Also, the ReaxFFHBN binding energies of B–H and N–H
bonds on the exterior wall of the BNNT are −8.1 and
7.3 kcal/mol, respectively, which are comparable to the DFT
values of −13.1 and 4.6 kcal/mol, respectively.57

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present work presents the new reactive force field,
ReaxFFHBN, developed to allow an accurate description of
the chemical and physical interactions for large molecular
and condensed phase systems of H, B, and N atoms. The
very good agreement with DFT calculations is observed for
�i� B–H and N–H bond energies of various cluster systems,
�ii� the chemical reaction for B3N3H6+H2→B3N3H8, and
�iii� crystal properties and physical interaction for h-BN and
c-BN crystals. Consequently, the present ReaxFFHBN is con-
sidered to give an accurate description of the chemical and
physical processes, thus presenting a great opportunity to be
used for multiscale simulations for large systems of B, N,
and H atoms. Our test even using only the one-CPU LINUX

machine shows that it is trivial to be capable of determining
optimized structures and energies for about a few thousand
elements of hydrogen, boron, and nitrogen atoms, as well as
dynamic simulations at elevated temperature and pressure,
thus opening up new possibilities for the role of computa-
tional chemistry in materials science.
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APPENDIX: THE ReaxFFHBN PARAMETERS
OPTIMIZED FROM DFT DATA FOR VARIOUS
MOLECULES AND CONDENSED PHASES
OF H, B, AND N ATOMS

The ReaxFFHBN parameters optimized in this work are
indicated in Tables I–VII. There, the symbols of the param-
eters are shown in Refs. 23 and 24.
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